
 
 

 
Report from the meeting between experts in Kirkenes 2018 
 
Program for the meeting, Tuesday 27th of November 

08:00 Welcome by Øystein Hansen, principal Kirkenes Auditorium 
Interpreter: 
Aleksandra 
Komarova 

08:15 A short presentation of the participants and the networks 
Every trades presents themselves 

08:30 Arctic Skills news and status of preparations. The program and suggested 
date for AS19 was presented for the experts. 
Trond Hansen: status of economy and applications. The North Caoulotte 
Council has granted 10.000 Euro that make this meeting possible. 
Kolaarctic 

09:00 Work in the networks.  
Last years’ competition and ideas for improvements and new tasks? 
Tasks and assessment criteria.  
The Norwegians experts will bring last tasks in word-files to the meeting 
based on earlier years 
Interpreters will be available 

Group rooms 

10:00 Coffee break Auditorium 

10:15 Continue work in the networks Group rooms 

12:00 Lunch Cantina 

12:40 Continue work in the networks Group rooms 

13:20 Summary in plenum, with coffee 
The work in networks was finish, so the summary was proposed to 1300 

Auditorium 
Interpreter: 

14:00 Return  

 
Вторник, 27 ноября 
Встреча в колледже с 8-00 до 14-00 (норвежское время) 

08-00 Приветственное обращение,  директор Øystein Hansen 

08-15 Представление экспертов и профессиональных групп 

08-30 Arctic Skills. Новости и статус подготовки. 

09-00 Работа в группах.  
Конкурс прошлого года. Предложения по улучшению. 
Задания и критерии оценки. 
Финские эксперты привезут на встречу прошлогодние задания. 
Будут доступны переводчики 

10-00 Кофе-брейк 

10-15 Работа в группах 

12-00 Обед 

12-40 Работа в группах 

13-20 Обсуждение результатов работы. Кофе. 

14-00 Отъезд 



 
 

 
List of experts 
Profession FI expert NO expert RUS expert SWE expert Interpeter 

Need another 
meeting Group room 

Hairdresser - Kristoffersen Ellen Kuzicheva Ekaterina  - Ekaterina 

Email or by 
request from 
Finland Hairdresser 

Welder - Gabrielsen Ole Krapivin Dmitry  - Jevgeni 

Ok, final 
adjustments by  
email Varanger 

Car Painting Määttä Ville Paulsen Rune, Pett. Joakim -  - English Rest with email Car office 

Health and social care Tiisu-Maria Näkäläjärvi Granlund Haukanes Anette  Kachalova Natalia Krister Borg Gleb Phone or email Health care 

Motor vehicle 
mechanic 

Toratti Markku Malin Kjell  Sherstianov, Andrei  - 
Jevgeni 

Email 
Varanger 

Electrician Kenttä Kari Hansen Gjermund Gaspirovich Victor  ? Aleksei Email, phone Elektro 

Cook - Andreassen Tor Erik  Savinova Nonna  - Aleksandra K. Email, phone E128 

Waiter - Stokvold  Bengt Willy Loboda Ekaterina  - Aleksandra K. Email, phone E128 

Building constructions Matala Veijo Marjavara Harry  Fediukov Vladimir  - Arsenii Email, phone Rådgiverrom 

Plumber Kangas Risto Konradsen Roger  Koryakin Nikolai  - Arsenii Email, phone Rådgiverrom 

IKT-service Aalto Teppo Nilsen Arnulf  Savenkov Andrei  ? Aleksei Email, phone Elektro 

Reindeer operations Magga Leena Gaup Samuel P. Vokuev Vasilii  - Alexandra S. Email, phone Auditorium 

Duodji Pasi Jaakonaho  Lasse Sikku Antonova Alena   - Alexandra S. Email, phone Auditorium 

Heavy machinery 
Operator 

- Dikkanen Trond -  - 
- 

Email, phone 
Auditorium 

Painting - - Lang Olga  - - 

Email or by 
request from 
Finland Auditorium 

Tourism - - Ivanova Irina - - 

Email or by 
request from 
Finland Auditorium 



 
 

 

 
Task for the group to the summary: 

1. Status for the work with the tasks? 
2. Can the final adjustments be made with email or phone? 
3. Have your profession need for another meeting between experts? 

 
Summary 
Hairdresser 
 Ekaterina is Russia’s new expert, she and Ellen worked in the hairdresser saloon preparing next years tasks.  
 Summary: 

- Task OK 
- Colouring, haircut, hair drying.  
- One head for two tasks, keep the cost down. 
- Ellen and Ekaterina can decide and adjust rest of the criteria’s by email. If the Finish expert who wasn’t present wants to meet it can be arranged. 

Welder 
Summary: 
- Tasks OK 
- Final adjustments by email. 

Car Painter 
Ville from Rovaniemi and Bjørn Tore from Kirkenes was the last year experts in car-painter, in AS19 Rune is the new expert from Kirkenes. Last year a 
fender was repaired and painted. This task will remain and a new task is added, a hole and crack in a bumper is to be glued and prepared for 
primer/filler.  

 Summary: 
- Tasks OK 

 Some professions are only represented with one person from each country , they will form a group and discuss solutions for following professions: 

Heavy machinery 
Operator Jani Harju Trond Dikkanen Elena Rudnik   

Renata 

 

Auditorium 
Painting    Beate Huru Lang Olga    

Tourism    Ivanova Irina    



 
 

 
- Bumper and fender. 
- Final adjustments by email. 

Health and social care 
 In AS19 there will be a team competition with two competitors from each country. 
 Summary: 

- Tasks ready. 
- Criteria’s almost done. 
- Wants to arrange the competition in the library so it easier for the spectators to watch, not hidden in the basement. 
- Collaborate via Google Drive. 
- No need to meet physical. 

Motor vehicle mechanic 
 Five tasks. Engine diagnostic was last year in Tornio and will also be a task of AS19. 

Summary: 
- Five tasks 
- Most is ready, last with email. 

Electrician 
Summary: 

- Use the tasks from last year with some changes 
- Final adjustments can be sorted by email and phone 

Cook 
Summary: 

- Five hours task 
- Hot fish dish with desert 
- No need to meet physical 

Waiter 
Summary: 

- Four tasks 
- Rest is sorted out by email/ phone 

Building constructions 



 
 

 
 Build tasks that can be used  

Summary: 
- The tasks are OK 
- Final adjustments and criteria’s will be done by email and phone` 

Reindeer operations 
- Visited the kitchen where the competition is to be held. 
- To tasks: 
- Will prepare the side of reindeer 

Summary:  
- Tasks OK, the rest will be sorted by email 

IKT 
Summary: 

- Modified last year with some updates 
- Final adjustments by email 

Doudji 
- Pasi Jaakonaho, Lasse Sikku and Alena Antonova made the decision that in AS19 there will be hard materials in doudji. 
- They discussed several tasks and ended up with the task of making a knife. 
- Kautokeino takes the main responsibility for the task (TBC). 
- They visited the workshop that will be used in AS19. It have some of the equipment needed, but not all. A list of tools are going be written and it will be 

decided which tools Kirkenes upper secondary school provide, and what tools the competitors and delegations will bring. 
Summary: 

- Task are OK, final adjustments by email. 
Heavy machinery operator: 

- Trond D. and Jani had a good session where they visited the Campus in Bjørnevatn and inspected the machines that are going to be used in AS19 
Summary: 

- Tasks are OK 
- Rest are sorted out by email/phone 

Painting 
- Janu, Olga, Elena and Trond D. worked with that task. 



 
 

 
- Olga is new Russian expert in Painting, and the Finish expert could not come to this meeting. Finland has the main responsibility for the task. 
- They had a look back on last year task. 
- Jani will discuss the task with the expert in Finland and take the next step. 
- It is an suggestion that Norway contact firms and see if they can get a trainee to participate 

Summary: 
- Know we are waiting for a response from the finish expert, and then decides if there is need for a physical meeting or if things can be arranged by email 
- Kirkenes upper secondary school needs drawing of the coulisses that needs to be made for the tasks 

Tourism 
-  Janu, Irina, Elena and Trond D discussed this profession. Russia has the main responsibility for the task. 
- It will be a team competition with to competitors from Russia and two from Finland. 
- The competition will need: 

o a room/place with projector/smartboard 
o multifunction printer (scan/copy/print) 
o they will use their own PC 
o pen and papers 
o a bus load of Chinese’s  

Summary: 
- Have made the tasks 
- Waiting for contact with Finland, then it will be decided if rest of the task can be sorted with online meetings and email or if there is need for a physical 

meeting 
 
 
Janu Harju gets the list of experts and updates it with the finish names. The contact information is then provided to the rest of the experts. 
 
 
Appendix: 

ArcticSkills news and status- presentation: 

 



 
 

 

Organisation and responsibility of the competition in Kirkenes: 

Main responsibility of the competition: Joakim Pettersen, AS consultant 

Steering committee: Joakim Pettersen, Bjørn Tore Andersen, Øystein Hansen, Beate Huru 

(department manager vocational skills KVGS), Bjørn Røsseth (department manager 

vocational skills KVGS) 

Project management: Bjørn Tore Andersen (department manager vocational skills KVGS), 

Øystein Hansen (principal KVGS) and Trond Hansen (AS consultant) 

Consultants: Trond Hansen and Robert Flatli 

 

The competitions 2019 
Existing competitions 

1. Building constructions 
2. Car painting 
3. Cooks 
4. Electrician 
5. Hairdresser (including 1. year apprentices from Norway?) 
6. Heavy machinery operator 
7. Decorative painting of interiors 
8. IKT-service 
9. Motor vehicle mechanic, light-duty vehicles 
10. Plumber 
11. Reindeer operations (new name) husbandry? 
12. Welder 

 
Modified competitions 

13. Duodji, hard materials (alternation between soft and hard materials) 
14. Health and social care, team competition from 2019 

New competitions 
15. Waiter 
16. Tourism (demonstration in 2019) 

 
Competitions with responsibility other than Kirkenes upper secondary school 

 Decorative painting of interiors: 
Kirkenes build the scenery and provide ecuipment, Tornio make tasks and arrange the 
competition 

 IKT-service: 
Alta vgs, Arnulf Nielsen (school i Norway) make tasks and arrange the competition 

 Reindeer Operations: 
The Sami school in Kautokeino make tasks and arrange the competition 

 Duodji, hard materials: 
The Sami schools in Kautokeino and Inari make tasks and arrange the competition (Kirkenes 
vgs avklarer med skolene hvem som gjør hva, informerer styret i AS) 

 Tourism (demonstration in 2019) 
MTCS (Murmansk) take responsibility for the tasks and for arranging the competition 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 

Locations of competitions 

All competitions are held at the college campus, in Hesseng and Bjørnevatn 

 

Information about AS 2019 

Deadline for AS19 tasks to be posted on the website is in week 8. 

 

 

Tentative program AS19: 

 

Arcticskills 2019  

Monday 8th of April  

1200-

1600  

Arrival of teams from 

Russia, Finland and Sweden 

 

1700-

1900  

Visit competiton arenas Kirkenes vocational school 

1915- Check in Thon Hotel  

Thon Hotel 2000 Opening ceremony with 

dinner 

Tuesday 9th of April  

0800 Arrival competition arena Kirkenes vocational school 

0830 Competition start 

1130-

1230 

Lunch 

1600 Competition end 

1800-

2000 

Prizing and closing 

ceremony with banquet 

Thon Hotel 

Wedensday 10th of April  

0800- Departure  

 


